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What do you know? What do they know?



Poll Questions
• Do you have a bachelor’s degree?

What was your major? 

• Do you have a master’s degree? 
Major?

• Do you have a doctoral degree?
Science, medicine, law, other?

• How many years have you been working in the 
conservation field?



Mean number of correct answers to questions asked by National Science 
Foundation as part of biennial Science and Engineering Indicators.

www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind18/

Understanding your audience



www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind18/

Understanding your audience



Understanding your audience: psychological distance

“nature”



Arnold Lobel, Frog and Toad are Friends 

Do you like 
amphibians?

“biodiversity”“biodiversity”
“wildlife” or “plants and animals”

Understanding your audience: psychological distance



Photo by C. Daigle

“ecosystem”“ecosystem”
“air, land, and water”

Understanding your audience: psychological distance



1980s: 3,000 salmon returning/year, 
active sport, sustenance fishery

in- and on-the-water activity

2000s: <1,000 salmon 
returning/year, Endangered Species 

Act listing
next-to-water activity

“nature” – Penobscot River example

Understanding your audience: psychological distance



There are two cedar trees on the west 
side of Bubble Pond along the 
carriage path about half way down the 
pond at the base of Pemetic Mt. … 
They are against rocks that line the 
carriage path. Their roots are 
entwined in a way that makes them 
appear to be "holding hands". It is one 
of the most amazing natural 
formations in the park and is "hiding in 
plain sight". We have been checking 
on their condition twice a year for a 
least the last dozen years as we have 
always been worried about potential 
vandalism of this cherished natural 
formation as hundreds walk by here 
every day... 

“nature” – Acadia National Park example

Understanding your audience: psychological distance



This spring we were shocked to discover that 
three 4"x4" square holes have been bored 
completely through the more southerly tree at 
about the 12 foot level. Can you tell us what 
happened here? We are quite worried for their 
survival...

Understanding your audience: psychological distance



Understanding your audience: signs of encouragement



People care about the Earth.

A majority of voters say it is very important to protect drinking water 
quality (87%), protect oceans and fish (73%), and protect lakes, 
rivers, and streams (72%)  (TNC 2018)

59 % of Americans think environmental 
regulations are worth the cost. (Pew 2016)

62 % of Americans think we spend too little 
on environmental problems. (NSF 2016)

63 % of Americans worry a “great deal” about 
pollution of drinking water.  (Gallup 2017)

Understanding your audience



People are interested in science.

Understanding your audience



Source: Axios/Survey Monkey May 2019

People want more science stories!
Understanding your audience



Engaging your audience: communication matters!



The Six Americas

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/about/projects/global-warmings-six-americas/

2008

2019

Engaging your audience: communication matters!



Deeg et al. 2019

Engaging your audience: communication matters!



Maine Climate Table: Those who moved to become more in favor of taking action on 
climate change tended to cite one or more of the following reasons for their move: 

• They learned about how climate change is impacting (or could impact) Maine. 

• They saw specific ideas for how Maine (and Mainers) could “take action” on climate 
change. 

• They feel more positive about Maine’s ability to affect climate issues locally. 

• They could see collective benefits above and beyond climate change, especially job 
creation. 

Engaging your audience: communication matters!



Engaging your audience: near and now



Engaging your audience: near and now



Engaging your audience: near and now

Maine’s Climate Future 2015



Engaging your audience: near and now

Maine’s Climate Future  2020



Engaging your audience: near and now



Engaging your audience: near and now



Engaging your audience: near and now



Engaging your audience: near and now



Your knowledge of the 
science and your love of 

nature

the space for communicating about 
climate change?

Your audience and 
their knowledge of 

other stuff and 
lifetimes of 
experience
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Engaging your audience: near and now



Engaging your audience: tell your story

“Your climate change story - how you became 
engaged in the issue and why it concerns you 
– is one of the most powerful communication 
tools available to you.” (Climate Talk)



“If professionals expand their communication to include 
also the emotional connotations of nature, they may 
build a shared emotional connection with the public that 
can be a powerful tool to overcome resistance and build 
shared visions on conservation issues.”

Engaging your audience: tell your story



“Messages framed with specific types of negative emotions are 
more likely than messages framed without emotion to convey 
impressions of the speaker as rational, strong, and caring, which 
in turn predict greater preference for emotional over non-
emotional messages. “

Engaging your audience: tell your story



graphic by Doruk Golcu

Engaging your audience: language



Engaging your audience: language



Simple language. No jargon. No acronyms.

prioritization     hit list                       best option, best chance
biodiversity       wildlife                      protecting local plants and animals
experiment       tinkering                   we designed a study , test   
C emissions       invisible, evasive      carbon pollution

Engaging your audience: language



Engaging your audience: language



Engaging your audience: language



problematic metaphors and bias

sports: hit it out of the park

violence (war): combat climate change

machines: economic engine

Engaging your audience: language



Engaging your audience: language

XKCD



http://splasho.com/upgoer5/

Engaging your audience: language



jargon exercise 

Engaging your audience: language



Start with what is certain:

“I know that Acadia is getting warmer and wetter…”
“The world’s scientists agree that global climate is changing and we see it here 
every day…”

Acknowledge uncertainty: 

Don’t deny or ignore false accusations or statements. 
Don’t repeat the myth.
Use positive phrasing, rather than saying “not.”
Emphasize consensus.
Explain HOW you know what you know, and how uncertainty is part of science.

Redirect:

“Here’s what you should be asking…” 
“I agree, and that’s why we argue that…”
“That’s not really my specialty, but we overlap in this area…”
“I’ve never thought about that, but here’s what I do know…”

Anticipate:

People will try to say CC isn’t happening, or we shouldn’t worry, but I work with it 
every day and it’s here. My job is to __________.

Communicating Science: the HowEngaging your audience: language


